Parking & Parking Transportation
Minutes 9/13/05

Present: Muriel Parenteau, Stephen Herman, Skip Fotch, Susan Baker, Shawn Yee, Dana Galloway, Bruce Leung, Carl Koehler

Minutes accepted from May 10, 2005

OLD BUSINESS:
New Bike racks being used, and Ram Plaza rack still not full.
Campus police canvassing Boot flyers so far no boots have been done yet.
South Science has been restriped.
1. Faculty member requests motorcycle spot in south science. Carl Koehler suggests motorcycle spot at top of Handicap ramp at Cloud.
2. Request to check out creation of additional parking spot on West drive. Muriel Parenteau and Carl Koehler will explore
3. 10 MPH and no trespassing signs in reservoir. Marian Lam to get signs done for the Reservoir. Carl Koehler to follow-up.
4. Carl Koehler will meet with Dean of Riordan to discuss safety of student drop off. We want to be good neighbors. We have a net gain of spaces according to J. Blomquist. However, we have an increase in enrollment.
5. Request to mark some of the upper berm parking spaces for students. The committee did not endorse that idea.
6. Stop sign at library – Carl Koehler unable to find an appropriate light for the sign. Committee will drop this item from the next meeting
7. Bus stop in by Bookstore campus side- Carl Koehler to check with MUNI contact to move past cloud circle.

New Business
1 Construction Update- P/T flow for new semester- Very slow in front of Bookstore. Muni has talked to Muriel Parenteau about pedestrian trickle effect. Carl Koehler suggests a parking traffic person at peak hours (7:30am – 12 noon). He will look for a classification and check how much it will cost.
2 FRC meeting report – Muriel Parenteau & Susan Baker
Discussion about the current Bond measure and planned construction of Performing Arts Center and other planned buildings in the reservoir. Some members of the FRC committee will be meeting with the Chancellor.
The May FRC meeting suggested that a task force be formed to survey the Deans of different campuses in an effort to find a parking space for City Car Share. CCS is interested in Gough, Chinatown, Mission, Downtown and less interested in Ocean. Muriel Parenteau reports that the task force was not formed at the last FRC committee.
3 In addition to City Car Share (non-profit) CCSF has been approached by Zip Car (For Profit) in an effort to gain a space at City College.
4 Parking revenues- Raise rates. It hasn’t been raised in over 10 yrs. Our budget is $100,000 less then 3 years ago and our other expenses continue to rise. Recommend
$40.00 for permit and $2.00 per day. Projected increase $100 to $200 thousand dollars. Recommended and seconded. Stephen Herman will be writing the proposal for the board.

5 Suggestion to work with Facilities Planning in searching out possible extra parking next to 700 Bunglows, not yet striped and other locations. Carl Koehler will follow up

6 Stephen Herman- reports that there will be changes in administrative position on the P & T committee

Next Meeting Oct 11, 2005. – R206 2:30 4:00